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When in Doubt – READ and REREAD !!!
 YOUR State and local regulations – YOU are the

expert!
 Asbestos NESHAP – Preamble, Background

Document, Guidance Documents and ADIs also
provide useful information
 ADI Index – https://cfpub.epa.gov/adi
 Sometimes, ADIs say different things about the same
topic. Call EPA when in doubt.
 Remember ASHARA

WHO USES ACM TODAY????
 The roofing industry is the largest construction use of ACM

in the U.S.
 The chloro-alkali industry is the largest industrial use of

ACM in the U.S. Chrysotile is utilized in the filtration
process. Russia supplies most of this.
 Only a few ACM bans exist (surfacing materials, TSI,

specialty papers). Products with “Canadian Mineral Fibers,”
“Miscellaneous Mineral Fibers,” and “Chrysotile” may be
purchased today.

ASBESTOS – NO SAFE EXPOSURE LEVEL
 Asbestos exposure is associated with asbestosis, pleural plaques, lung
cancer, mesothelioma, AND other cancers (larynx, pharynx, esophagus,
stomach, colon, kidney, and pancreas).
 Asbestosis cases are down (10,000 deaths/year). Mesothelioma cases are
on the rise (2,800 deaths/year). Numbers for both are probably higher
due to misdiagnoses (cause of death often listed as pneumonia).
 Adherence to the NESHAP does not prevent all asbestos exposures.
 Smoking killed approximately 460,000 in 2017 !!!

ASBESTOS NESHAP REQUIREMENTS
 Perform a thorough inspection of the facility to be demolished or the
part of the facility to be renovated.
 Provide written notification to the delegated regulatory agency for ALL
demolitions (even if there is NO asbestos) and for renovations /
abatements meeting the regulatory threshold amounts.
 There must be NO visible emissions to the outside area during regulated
renovations. RACM must be kept wet during removal. The NESHAP does
not require air clearance testing although it may be a good idea. AHERA
does require specific TEM or PCM air clearance for projects > SSSD.
 If the amount of regulated asbestos-containing materials (RACM) in a
facility to be demolished meets the threshold amounts, ALL RACM must
be removed prior to demolition.

ASBESTOS NESHAP REQUIREMENTS (CONT.)
 Nonfriable asbestos-containing material that will be rendered friable by
the demolition or renovation activities or that will be subject to sanding,
grinding, cutting or abrading is also RACM.
 Disposal requirements include proper disposal as soon as practical
utilizing properly labeled leak-tight (dust-tight) containers or wrapping.
 Revisions to notifications are required when the amount of RACM to be
removed changes by 20% or when project dates, owners/operators, work
practice or disposal information change. There are specific
requirements for the timeliness and submittal of notification revisions.

 All ACM, RACM and nonfriable materials must be removed from a
facility prior to intentional burning.
 Trained NESHAP supervisor required!

REGULATED FACILITIES – ASBESTOS NESHAP
 Regulated facilities include any institutional, commercial, public,
industrial, or residential structure, installation, or building and any
ship.
 Only a single, residential building that has always been used
residentially and that has four or fewer dwelling units is excluded from
the regulated facility definition.
 A facility is regulated based on the type of facility not based on the
ownership of the facility or the future use of the facility.
 Installations consisting of one or more residential or other buildings on
the same site under the same owner / operator, ARE SUBJECT to the
Asbestos NESHAP. Residential projects are regulated too.

REGULATED FACILITIES – ASBESTOS NESHAP (cont.)
 Residential projects during which multiple residential structures are
demolished or renovated or projects during which a single family home
is demolished / renovated in conjunction with a regulated facility ARE

SUBJECT to the Asbestos NESHAP.
 Projects can not be done piecemeal in order to circumvent regulatory
requirements. The intent of the residential exemption was never to
exempt residential installations or projects which could involve greater

amounts of asbestos-containing materials than that involved in the
demolition / renovation of a single family home by itself. Regulators
may examine contracts, bidding documents, permits, etc. to determine
if the demolition/renovation of a residence is a part of a larger project.
 Look for common owners/operators.

DEMOLITION & RESIDENTIAL EXPOSURE CONCERNS
 If the inspector is not provided with an opportunity to inspect the regulated

facility prior to demolition, mishandled asbestos-containing materials can
cause widespread contamination that will be difficult if not impossible to
mitigate after demolition concludes. Notification revisions are required!

 Residential installations and residential projects can involve significant

amounts of asbestos-containing materials that, if not properly handled and
removed, can cause contamination and exposure concerns.

 The improper handling of asbestos-containing materials at residential

installations, by the very nature of residential installations, can result in
exposure to neighboring residents including children. Local government
entities are often involved as owners/operators.

 Improper demolition activities can cause nonfriable asbestos-containing

materials, which could have been properly removed prior to demolition, to
be rendered friable. Friable materials that are not handled and disposed of
in accordance with the Asbestos NESHAP pose contamination and exposure
concerns.

THOROUGH INSPECTION – Must find all of the ACM
 AHERA sampling scheme is recommended but does not guarantee a thorough
inspection. An AHERA inspection is often not sufficient for NESHAP purposes.
 Regardless, the simplified sampling scheme recommends 9 samples for all
types of ACM as being preferable – look for homogenous areas.
 If the PLM sampling result is less than 10%, PLM with point counting is
required.
 Only some asbestos-containing products have been banned. Bans include:

1973 – surfacing material, 1976 – TSI and spray or troweled-on acoustical
material, 1978 – decorative spray and troweled-on material, 1989 – ban and
phase-out rule banned 5 paper products and new uses of asbestos
 Presumed Asbestos-Containing Material (PACM) – surfacing material and TSI
in buildings constructed through 1980 and flooring and adhesives installed
through 1980. This IS NOT A BAN! Anyone can designate PACM.
 ASHARA requires an accredited inspector.

ASTM 2356 – Comprehensive Asbestos Survey
 Includes information about 3 types of asbestos surveys:

1) Baseline (similar to AHERA inspection)
2) Pre-Design
3) Pre-Construction
 EPA has sent a letter responding to the Environmental
Institute stating that the Pre-Construction survey satisfies
the NESHAP thorough inspection requirement,
 If the regulator finds ACM that the inspector did not find,
the inspection was NOT thorough!

WHY IS FAILURE TO CONDUCT A THOROUGH
INSPECTION & NOTIFY IMPORTANT?
 If there was no thorough inspection, we do not know how much
asbestos-containing material was involved and possibly mishandled.
 If a pre-demolition inspection was conducted, and regulatory agencies
are not notified, agencies can not verify that the inspection was
thorough. Thorough inspections often include destructive sampling so
that the location of ALL asbestos-containing materials can be

determined (even above ceilings, behind walls, under floors and
crawlspaces, and in other locations that were not accessible prior to
demolition). An AHERA survey is usually not sufficient.


If suspect materials are encountered that were not accessible prior to
demolition, the Asbestos NESHAP requires that demolition activities be
stopped to allow these materials to be sampled / analyzed.

WHY IS FAILURE TO CONDUCT A THOROUGH INSPECTION /
NOTIFY IMPORTANT?

 Category I and Category II nonfriable asbestos-containing materials
may be rendered friable (RACM - regulated asbestos-containing
material) by demolition activities or may be friable due to condition /

age. All RACM for projects meeting threshold must be removed prior to
demolition. A thorough inspection is not required, and RACM may only
be left in place when a facility is both structurally unsound and in
danger of imminent collapse (government-ordered demolition). In that
situation, all waste must be treated as asbestos-containing waste
material (ACWM).
 The filing of a notification prior to demolition allows the inspector time
to inspect the demolition site prior to demolition. This allows the
inspector an opportunity to determine if all asbestos was identified and
properly removed prior to the demolition of the structure.

EVEN IF AN INSPECTION WAS CONDUCTED………….
THERE IS NO WAY OF KNOWING IF THE INSPECTION
WAS THOROUGH WITHOUT AN OPPORTUNITY TO
INSPECT PRIOR TO DEMOLITION…
A SPECIFIC NUMBER OF SAMPLES, WHILE
RECOMMENDED, DOES NOT GUARANTEE A THOROUGH
INSPECTION. LOOK FOR HOMOGENEOUS MATERIALS,
AND CONSIDER DATES OF INSTALLATION.
A THOROUGH INSPECTION IS ALWAYS REQUIRED.
THERE IS NO CUT-OFF DATE FOR FACILITY
CONSTRUCTION! THE SURVEY MUST BE CURRENT.

REVISIONS / ANNUAL
NOTIFICATIONS

 Revisions must be made by telephone, as soon as possible

before the original start date and in writing no later than the
original start date. If a project is to begin earlier than
anticipated, notification is required 10 working days prior to
the start date.
 EPA is pursuing the failure to file proper revisions with

enforcement action. Penalties have been collected!
 An annual notification may be filed when a facility plans on or
anticipates renovations for the year which will exceed
NESHAP threshold amounts. Timely revisions should be filed
when actual renovation dates are determined.

EMERGENCY RENOVATIONS / ORDERED DEMOLITIONS
 Emergency renovations - Sudden, unexpected events that, if not

immediately attended to, present a safety or public health hazard or
are necessary to avoid imposing an unreasonable financial burden.
Emergency renovations include those necessitated by nonroutine
failures of equipment. Circumstances of the emergency must be
included with the notification.
 Ordered demolitions are those performed under an order of a State

or local government agency because the facility is structurally
unsound and in danger of imminent collapse. Orders should be
included with notifications.
 For both emergency renovations and ordered demolitions,

notification is required as early as possible before, but not later than,
the following working day.

CATASTROPHES AND NO ACTION ASSURANCES
 The NESHAP must be followed even after a catastrophe unless a No










Action Assurance is obtained from EPA.
A No Action Assurance exempts facilities from certain NESHAP
requirements with the assurance that enforcement action will not be
taken if the conditions of the No Action Assurance are met.
The NESHAP does not apply to debris created from catastrophes.
An EPA catastrophic guidance document is available.
The Katrina No Action Assurances included provisions to treat entire
blocks/neighborhoods, environmentally-damaged homes, and partially
standing homes as being structurally unsound and in danger of
imminent collapse.
For the Katrina No Action Assurances, all debris created during
demolition was treated as ACWM.

DEMOLITION – IS IT SUBJECT TO NESHAP????
 A residential house is located on a lot of an industrial facility. The

house is sold to clear the land for facility expansion. Is the demolition
of the house subject?
 The Treasury Department funds the trouble asset relief program /

residential blight elimination program which funds demolition activity
in order to combat blight in the neighborhood. Multiple contractors are
utilized to demolish the homes from a set list provided by the city.
Funding is from this single source.
 A residential house is being demolished to build an Arby’s.
 School trailers are moved to another location.

ALTERNATIVE ASBESTOS CONTROL METHOD (AACM) – NOT AN
OPTION! This was an experimental, pilot project…..
 RACM may be left in place during demolition only if the Facility is under an
ordered demolition because it is both structurally unsound and in danger of
imminent collapse. All waste must be disposed of as ACWM in this situation.
 Certain types of Category I nonfriable ACM may remain in place during
demolition utilizing normal demolition practices including flooring and
roofing materials.
 40 C.F.R. Section 61.145(c)(1)(iii) – RACM not accessible for testing and,
therefore, not discovered until after demolition began and, as a result of the
demolition, cannot be safely removed may be left in place. If not removed,

exposed RACM and any contaminated debris must be handled as ACWM and
be kept adequately wet at all times until disposal.

FLOORING REMOVAL
 OSHA prohibits mechanical chipping unless it is done in a negative









pressure enclosure – generates RACM. Dry buffing and sweeping is
prohibited.
Foam may be used as a wetting agent if it prevents visible emissions. It
does not render RACM to be non-RACM.
High airborne asbestos fiber levels may result from flooring removals
when RACM is generated.
Many owners/operators do not notify of flooring removals even when
threshold levels of RACM will be met.
Category I flooring materials in good condition may remain in place
during normal demolition practices (even implosion) and are not
considered RACM.
Proper disposal is required (i.e., if removed non-friable, dispose as
nonfriable). Recycling from NESHAP-regulated removal is not allowed.

Roofing Removals
 Appendix A – NESHAP Interpretative Rule Governing Roof Removal
Operations
 For the removal of Category I nonfriable roofing, all NESHAP provisions apply






when at least 5,580 square feet is removed utilizing a rotating blade roof cutter.
Manual removal methods that do not render the Category I roofing material to
be friable are not subject to the NESHAP provisions for RACM.
Power removers and tear of machines do not subject the Category I nonfriable
roofing material to the NESHAP provisions for RACM.
For the removal of asbestos-cement shingles and other Category II nonfriable
materials, NESHAP provisions for RACM apply when the removal will crumble,
pulverize or reduce to powder at least 160 square feet. Manual intact removal
methods and proper waste handling may not create RACM.
Material removed in a non-friable manner must be disposed of accordingly.
Recycling of ACWM is not permitted. Proving where material came from at a
recycling center may be problematic (i.e., proving it met threshold and that it
came from a regulated facility).

ACWM DISPOSAL – Special Solid Waste (except in
California)
 Label ACWM, including friable ACWM and contaminated debris and








materials, with generator, OSHA, and DOT (NA 2212) labels. The
OSHA label changed in 2015.
Waste containerization must be leak-tight and dust-tight (dumpsters,
bags, vehicles).
Compacting / Grinding of debris is not permitted.
ACWM must be maintained adequately wet. DO NOT open bags
outside of containment!
Uncontained ACWM left behind – NESHAP Violation!
Paperwork from waste hauler may not constitute WSR unless approved
by S/L.
Asbestos-Containing Debris that is not generated by NESHAPregulated activities is NOT ACWM!

OSHA Waste Label – Effective 6/1/15
DANGER
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS
MAY CAUSE CANCER
CAUSES DAMAGE TO LUNGS
DO NOT BREATHE DUST
AVOID CREATING DUST

WHAT DOE EPA LOOK FOR: VIOLATORS
 EPA looks for failures to perform thorough inspections, non-notifiers,
and improper notifications. All demolitions, even those where no
asbestos is involved, must have notifications. Incomplete or inaccurate

notifications and notifications where necessary revisions were not
submitted constitute violations.
 EPA looks for work practice violations. EPA determines friability of

materials during inspections. NO VISIBLE EMISSIONS!
 EPA looks for disposal violations and for failure to have a trained
supervisor on site.
 Violations committed knowingly are criminal violations as opposed to
civil violations.

PENALTIES
 Penalties assessed by EPA are often much higher than those assessed by the State.
 Penalties may be adjusted downward for cooperation in settlement negotiations and

for inability to pay.

 Penalties may be adjusted upward for repeat violators.
 EPA utilizes the same penalty policy for everybody. However, cases are considered on a

case-by-case basis.

 EPA intends to perform more inspections in the field in Georgia during fiscal year 2019.

New inspectors are being trained.

 All owners / operators may be assessed penalties.



If you are an owner/operator, you are required to comply with the NESHAP regardless
of the contractual agreements between owners / operators.

ADI #A090004 DEMOLITION PROCEDURES INVOLVING
ASBESTOS CONTAINING VERMICULITE
Vermiculite ACM which is loose between load-supporting concrete block walls
may be left in place during demolition.
The exception found in 40 C.F.R. Section 61.145(c)(1)(iii) applies since the
vermiculite (RACM) was not accessible until after demolition, and as a result of
the demolition, it cannot be safely removed. In this situation, removal would
cause the ceiling to collapse.
All exposed RACM and contaminated debris must be treated as ACWM.
Although the required method, polarized light microscopy is often ineffective in
analyzing the asbestos content of vermiculite insulation.

State Webpages
 http://epd.georgia.gov/
 http://www.adem.state.al.us/DeptForms/Form496.pdf
 http://www.dep.state.fl.us/air/emission/asbestos.htm
 http://air.ky.gov/Pages/AsbestosInformation.aspx
 www.scdhec.gov/asbestos
 www.state.tn.us/environment/permits/asbnot.shtml
 http://epi.publichealth.nc.gov/asbestos/ahmp.html

 www.deq.state.ms.us/MDEQ.nsf/page/Air_Asbestos

DemolitionandRenovationOperations?OpenDocument

EVENING ACTIVITY CHOICES:
 ASBESTOS JEWELRY MAKING
 COLORING WITH ASBESTOS CRAYONS

 LIFTING FINGERPRINTS WITH TREMOLITE

POWDER
 SCULPTING WITH ASBESTOS CLAY

